
ESSAY QUESTIONS ON I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings study guide contains a biography of Maya Angelou, quiz questions, major themes,
characters, and a full.

Her embarrassment really made me feel overwhelmed as I compared the situations of my life Can you think of
other examples of naming and renaming in the book? Maya gets her first girlfriend, and Bailey begins to
explore sex with the girls in his acquaintance. Her occupations included: an author, actress, screenwriter,
dancer and poet. Each has written about her experiences growing up in the rural South, Ms. She says in the
morning they are full of life and in the evening they are tired out and dismal from all the work. Comment on
their victimization by strong or tyrannical male figures and their need for approval and acceptance as women
and mothers. Therefore, understanding the blatant and subtle effects of racism on the young Marguerite help
explain the censorship controversy, and the person she became Louis is less segregated and San Francisco
lesser still. Relate the Maya character's response to rape to current findings about victim dysfunction, loss of
speech, refusal to testify, blaming the victim, guilt, irrational fears, and other long-term reactions. Descriptive
essays leave room for misinterpretation and confusion, where as a narrative essay is straightforward and to the
point At the age of three Maya and her four-year old brother, Bailey, are turned over to the care of their
paternal grandmother in Stamps, Arkansas. Bertha Flowers, and her grandmother Momma. Angelou worked
hard and read a great deal in order to be able to perform on such a level, in spite of the fact that she had much
less access Furthermore, she gives Maya her first lessons on dealing with and overcoming racism. The famous
African American boxer, Joe Louis, it fighting for his title against a white contender. Bertha Flowers.
Although it had many unfortunate situation for Maya it seemed she always overcame her difficulties. You
smart. Upon revising the book, she made it into one of the best selling novels around The most pressing of
these issues was probably the fact that Maya lived in the highly segregated south. The hills defining our valley
town were four insurmountable walls, imprisoning me in that special hell reserved for children of
miscegenation. She also states The good Lord gave me another day and I 'm thankful. Discuss cultural
influences on Bailey Junior and Maya, especially comic strips, children's and classic literature, sports figures,
and religious fundamentalism. I am, of course, referring to sports.


